Introduction
The discovery of genome-wide genetic variation was central to the field of genomics [1, 2] . Now, recent advances in second-generation sequencing technologies and better methods of targeted enrichment mean the detection of genome-wide patterns of genetic variation will soon be a routine operation [3, 4] . Yet these advances in DNA sequencing have revealed a new bottleneck: the functional classification and interpretation of newly discovered genetic variation.
The scale of this problem is enormous. The high throughput and low cost of secondgeneration sequencing platforms now allow geneticists to routinely perform single experiments that identify tens of thousands to millions of variant sites in a single individual, but the methods that exist to annotate these variant sites using information from publicly available databases are too slow to be useful for the large sequencing datasets being generated. Because sequence annotation of variant sites is required before functional characterization can proceed, the lack of a high-throughput pipeline to annotate variant sites efficiently can be a major bottleneck in genetics research and clinical applications of genomics technologies.
To address this problem, we developed the Sequence Annotator (SeqAnt, http://seqant.genetics.emory.edu/), an open source web service and software package that rapidly annotates DNA sequence variants and identifies recessive or compound heterozygous loci in human, mouse, fly, and worm genome sequencing experiments [5] . Variants are characterized with respect to their functional type, frequency, and evolutionary conservation. Annotated variants can be viewed on a web browser, downloaded in a tabdelimited text file, or directly uploaded in a Browser Extensible Document (BED) format to the UCSC Genome Browser. To demonstrate the speed of SeqAnt, we annotated a series of publicly available datasets that ranged in size from 37 to 3,439,107 variant sites; the total time to annotate these data completely ranged from 0.17 seconds to 28 minutes 49.8 seconds.
Sequence annotation tools
Genome databases accessible via web browsers are very useful in the search for annotation information for DNA sequences. The UCSC Genome Browser web application has been a huge development of great value in analyzing and characterizing sequence information [6] . The application includes a variety of genomic tracks, assemblies, and browsers with genetic information from a host of species. The UCSC Genome Browser, with its various functionalities and annotation options, offers a one-stop shop for researchers, who can work directly on the web application by uploading their data, or they can download source codes of interest from the UCSC Genome Browser and run those locally. Despite its power, however, the main limitation we see in using the UCSC browser for sequence annotation lies in the limited amount of data that can be accessed at a given time, along with the need for human intervention. For example, it is time-consuming for geneticists who want annotation across multiple variant sites at once over different functional classes to use the browser comfortably. Ensembl is yet another superb broad-based web application with an expansive database, offering researchers choices on extracting specific regions of interest and annotating particular regions in the genome [7] . This application has various functionalities and tools that can accept uploaded data, convert formats of documents, and search for sequences of interest; still, like the UCSC browser, it is not the best choice for performing high-throughput sequencing annotation.
SNPnexus is a genetic variation tool developed to help determine functionally relevant SNPs for a given genomic region [8] . It has a user-friendly web interface that accepts inputs in the form of genomic positions, dbSNP id, or chromosomal region. The application database includes two different human genome assemblies: the hg19 and hg18 builds. SNPnexus generates calls on genomic mapping of variant sites, protein function consequences of such variants in the genome, the regulatory elements conserved within the region, and the conservation score of the variant site. The application also provides the genotype and allele frequencies estimation for known SNPs using data from the HapMap Project. This annotation tool, like so many others, is very useful for human variant annotation; however, it does not characterize variants in other species.
Since the development of SeqAnt in 2010, other software tools have come along to perform sequence annotation. Segtor is a tool designed to annotate large sets of genomic coordinates, intervals, single nucleotide variants (SNVs), indels, and translocations [9] . A more recent and very closely related annotation tool is AnnTools [10] . This is an open source web application that accepts user Inputs and queries their database for a full spectrum of variant site annotation, including single nucleotide variants, insertions and deletions, structural variants, and copy number variants. The application has a minimal memory footprint and likewise annotates variants quite rapidly. Nevertheless, AnnTools is restricted to human genome variant annotations and in this sense differs from SeqAnt, which annotates other species besides humans. There are also a number of other variant site annotation tools available either as downloadable command line applications or user interface web applications; these include snpEff (http://snpeff.sourceforge.net), MU2A [11] , and Snat [12] .
The distinction of SeqAnt
The uniqueness of SeqAnt versus all the other annotation tools we mentioned lies in three factors, which had been the key considerations for developing this technology to begin with. First, SeqAnt delivers annotations for multiple different species, ranging from primates to mammals, and now zebrafish and nematodes. Second, the web application has its own database updated from the UCSC website, which is a collection of binary files that drive the record speed with which large genomic data are annotated. Third, in addition to speed, the memory footprint is quite minimal, as data stored in binary files enable individuals from the public to download both the source file and database and locally run the application without elaborate computing apparatus. Some of the other tools mentioned have one or two of these unique features, but none have the robustness that comes from combining all three approaches to efficiently annotate variants and make meaningful functional calls across species, like SeqAnt does. Overall, we believe these represent important changes to SeqAnt that will be of broad utility to researchers using next-generation sequencing platforms in a wide variety of systems. SeqAnt will continue to be a fully open source web service and software package, and we believe it will prove especially useful for those investigators who lack dedicated bioinformatics personnel or infrastructure in their laboratories.
Upgraded features of SeqAnt 2.0
Since the initial publication of SeqAnt, we made a number of improvements that have been incorporated into SeqAnt 2.0 [5] . These modifications fall into four main categories. The first focused on updating the SeqAnt website (http://seqant.genetics.emory.edu). The second includes major changes made to the content and structure of the underlying binary databases that hold the annotation information. The third involves a significant redesign of the directory structure holding the output files. Finally, the last modification included substantial revisions to the number and content of output files themselves. Each of these updates will be described in greater detail in the sections that follow.
SeqAnt 2.0 -website updates
We undertook a major redesign of the SeqAnt web interface to make it more user-friendly. On the home page, we eliminated redundant tabs and buttons, simplified the overall design, and upgraded the graphic interface's color scheme (Figure 1 ). This page includes basic information about the original publication of SeqAnt [5] , a link to contact the Zwick laboratory, and the web URL for the the SourceForge website (http://seqant.sourceforge.net), where the source code and associated binary libraries can be freely downloaded. From this page, the user is able to quickly access the three main types of input data accepted by SeqAnt. These include SEQUENCE FILE, LIST OF VARIANTS, and SINGLE VARIANT. In addition, the user can choose to view a TUTORIAL or select a set of SAMPLE FILES to gain experience performing analyses with the SeqAnt. Selecting the SEQUENCE FILE option returns the web interface shown in Figure 2 . A typical use of this feature is when the user wants variation annotation information in a genomic region from a particular chromosome. Three different input files are accepted. The first is a reference sequence file in FASTA format of the entire genomic region being annotated. The second is a sequence file containing multiple FASTA sequences from a sequencing experiment, with each FASTA sequence representing a chromosomal region. The third is a genomic position file in the BED format which represents the coordinates for each of the chromosomal regions in the sequence file. The sequences in both the reference file and the sequence file should be in the positive orientation to ensure accurate annotation. The user is provided the option to choose a reference genome and assembly that will be used for annotating variant sites.
Selecting the LIST OF VARIANTS option returns the web interface shown in Figure 3 . Only one input file is required to use this feature, the variations list file, which contains a listing of variant sites and the chromosomal regions of these sites, the minor allele and the reference allele. The variant list file is basically a pileup file, with a '.snp' or a '.txt' extension. If the PEMapper option were selected in this interface, the variation list file would be modified to include the sample ID for each individual within the experimental study where the sequence data was generated, if multiple individual samples were being analyzed. This particular (List of Variants) feature is very useful for researchers who want to perform genetic variation analysis (such as whole exome annotation) over a wide expanse of the genome. Selecting the SINGLE VARIANT option returns the web interface shown in Figure 4 . The user is provided the option to choose a reference genome and assembly that will be used for annotating a single variant site.The user then only needs to provide a chromosome and base position to obtain the annotation information. 
SeqAnt 2.0 -Binary database upgrades
One of the unique features of SeqAnt is the ease and speed with which variant information is accessed from a set of customized binary databases. The SeqAnt binary databases are created from flat text table files obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser website [6] . Five main types of data constitute the SeqAnt binary databases. These include:
1. Reference Genome Sequence 2. RefGene Annotation 3. dbSNP Variation Data 4. PhastCons Evolutionary Conservation Scores 5. PhyloP Evolutionary Conservation Score Standard queries, implemented through the web interfaces described above, are able to extract the annotation information from the binary databases. The actual structure of the binary databases is not directly visible to a SeqAnt user, but is worth examining in greater detail. The Reference Genome Sequence provides the basic backbone for other annotation information. Reference sequences for a given species are organized by different builds (i.e. human genome 18, human genome 19). Within each build, data are organized by chromosome, which reflects the structure of the flat files obtained from UCSC. The RefGene Annotation is the collection of information pertaining to known genes for a given species and build. This information is also organized by chromosome. The collection of variant sites in a given species is contained within the dbSNP Variation Data that is also organized by chromosome. Finally, the SeqAnt 2.0 binary databases include two different measures of evolutionary conservation for all sites in a given reference genome sequence. The PhastCons score is best used to detect functional elements in noncoding sequences, whereas the phyloP score provides a measure of the evolutionary conservation of single sites and is most useful for evaluating sites located in coding regions of genes.
Binary files are significantly smaller than their corresponding flat files, so querying binary files uses less memory than the same analysis performed with a flat file. Considering the vast amount of data that has to be accessed during sequence annotation of large genomic regions, the significant difference in the size of the binary files versus flat files helps to account for the speed with which information is processed using binary files. SeqAnt 2.0 updated a number of these specific binary files; a detailed description of the changes follows in the next sections.
Upgrade of dbSNP to SNP132 Track for hg19 Assembly (Homo sapiens)
The original goal of the dbSNP database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/) was to develop a comprehensive catalog of common (>5% frequency) human genetic variation [13, 14] . These variants were subsequently validated by genotyping in multiple human populations, and their patterns of statistical correlation among variants, known as linkage disequilibrium, were revealed in the HapMap project [15, 16] . SeqAnt 1.0 included data from the SNP131 track from the dbSNP [17] . SeqAnt 2.0 was updated to the SNP132 build, which was characterized and uploaded to the UCSC Genome Browser in the summer of 2011. SNP132 has an expanded collection of variant sites that can help researchers determine whether an identical variant has been seen before in a different individual. 
Addition of PhyloP46way Conservation Score Database for hg19 Assembly (Homo sapiens)
The phyloP Evolutionary Conservation Score data type is a new addition to SeqAnt 2.0. Binary databases, including phylopP scores from a 46-way alignment of vertebrate species to the human genome, were included to complement the PhastCons Evolutionary Conservation Scores previously included in the application. The phyloP scores predict the probability of a given variant site having undergone evolution over time. The absolute phyloP values represent negative log p-values for the null hypothesis that there was no evolution across the regions annotated [18] . Regions that are more conserved tend to have more positive values, whereas sites believed to be fast evolving have negative values. The medium range of these scores for the 46-way alignment from the UCSC Genome Browser is between approximately -3 and +3. It should be noted that, unlike PhastCons, which takes into account flanking bases on a sequence in arriving at its final score for a given variant site, phyloP scores are computed by basically comparing the particular base in the sequence with aligned bases from other species [18] . Variations in highly conserved regions often suggest a significant change that could have functional implications. The PhyloP46way dataset we have on the upgraded SeqAnt web application is the most recent phyloP track in the UCSC, released in December 2009.
Addition of Full Genome Data Set by Chromosome of Zebrafish (danRer6 Assembly)
We selected zebrafish (Danio rerio) as the next species to be incorporated into the SeqAnt database because of its emergence as a model organism for a wide range of scientific studies, from behavioral genetics to drug modeling studies and integrative physiology [19, 20] . SeqAnt 2.0 has now been updated to include binary files for the genome sequence of zebrafish. We derived binary databases for the first four data types from flat table files on t h e U C S C G e n o m e B r o w s e r w e b s i t e . F l a t table files for the phyloP evolutionary conservation score were not available and were therefore not included. The reference genome binaries use the danRer6 assembly, which annotated the datasets by chromosome and was released in December of 2008. The RefGene annotation and dbSNP variation data are relative to the danRer6 assembly. PhastCons evolutionary conservation scores were derived from multiple alignment between seven species and zebrafish. Including the zebrafish in SeqAnt 2.0 should prove valuable for researchers who work with this species.
SeqAnt 2.0: output directory structure and files
Significant changes to the number and types of output files are reflected in a new output directory structure in SeqAnt 2.0. The output from SeqAnt is contained within a Results directory that includes three subdirectories ( Figure 5 ). This Results directory has the name of the original SeqAnt input file and a subscript '_Annotation_Files'. Within this directory, there are three distinct directories (All_Variations, BED_Annotation, Unique_Variations) holding the output of SeqAnt, which will be described in detail below. This directory also contains three other files of interest to a user. The first is a *.summary.txt file that provides a summary of all the variants annotated by SeqAnt. The second is a Compound.Replacement file that identifies variants, genes, and sample identifiers for those loci with two or more replacement variants. The collected list of variants includes those that could be compound recessive in a given individual, although since the phase of the variants is not determined, this would have to be validated by other means. This file may be useful when looking for genes that harbor variants that may fit a recessive loss-of-function model. The last is a *.log file generated by SeqAnt that records the major events that occur when SeqAnt processes a dataset.
All_variations directory
This directory contains the complete variant annotation files obtained from annotating input files with SeqAnt 2.0 ( Figure 5 ). Two main types of genetic variation are annotated by SeqAnt: single nucleotide variants (SNPs) and insertions/deletions (INDELs). For SNPs, a given variant site when annotated belongs in one of five functional classifications. These include exonic.replacement, exonic.silent, untranslated region (UTR), intronic, or intergenic. For INDELs, a given variant when annotated belongs in one of four functional classifications. These include exonic, UTR, intronic, or intergenic. Overall, there are a total of nine files that contain the variants and their associated annotation information. These annotation files include all possible splice variants impacted by a given variant site. Thus, a given variant site may be listed multiple times in one of the nine output files.
BED_annotation directory
This directory contains files in BED format (http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat) that can be visualized on the UCSC Genome Browser or other viewer able to process files in this format. There are ten files total in this directory. Nine of the files include the variants and annotation information as described above; the tenth file (*.ucsc.bed) contains all the annotation information from each of the nine files in a single BED file for the entire genomic region to be visualized. These files can be uploaded to the UCSC browser as custom tracks to be visualized. They can also be visualized in other software packages that process BED files, such as the Integrative Genomics Viewer (Version 2.1) [21] .
Unique_variations directory
In contrast to the annotation in the All_Variations directory, the Unique_Variations directory contains nine files that contain a single variant annotation for each SNP or INDEL. Thus, each variant is listed just once, regardless of the number of different splice variants it is predicted to impact. These files allow the user to quickly determine the total number of variants for any specific functional class.
SeqAnt 2.0 -Output files

Redesign of Result Columns for Annotation Files
We introduced a number of changes to the annotation fields contained within the SeqAnt output files. First, we rearranged the order of columns in the output files to aid users in evaluating their results. Second, we introduced additional feature columns to the output files. These included row 10, which depicts the transcript change that occurs for a coding sequence variant, row 14, which shows the concomitant amino-acid change for a coding sequence variant, and rows 21 and 22, which report the phyloP conservation score values for each variant position annotated. A summary of the annotation information provided by SeqAnt 2.0 is shown below in Table 1 . A representation of an example output file is shown in Figure 6 below. 
Field ID Annotation Field Description
An application of SeqAnt 2.0: Targeted next-generation sequencing of NLGN3 and NLGN4X in humans
The targeted sequencing of specific genes or genomic regions is a common experimental design that can benefit from the use of SeqAnt. Here we describe such a study. We sequenced the NLGN3 and NLGN4X loci in a sample of 144 males with a diagnosis of autism. All the patient samples were obtained from the multiplex Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) [22] . Raw base-calling data generated with an Illumina Genome Analyzer (IGA) were used as input for mapping and alignment. The total amount of sequence generated was 7.04 GB. Paired-end reads were mapped and variants were called using PEMapper (Cutler DJ et al, personal communication). In total, 99.7% of target bases had at least 8X coverage, with a median depth of coverage of 452. We identified a total of 208 sites of variation, with 176 single nucleotide polymorphisms and 32 insertions or deletions. Overall levels of variation were estimated at 5.8 x 10 -4 (Θw per site [23] ), which matched our expectation for loci from the human X chromosome. We also observed an excess of rare variants, as evidenced by a negative value for the Tajima's D test statistic (-0.27, [24] ).
Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertions and deletions (INDELs) were annotated using SeqAnt [5] . For the SNPs, a total of 68, or 39%, had not been reported before (31 in NLGN3 and 37 in NLGN4X, Table 2 ). For the INDELs, a total of 24, or 75%, had not been reported before (5 in NLGN3 and 19 in NLGN4X, Table 3 ). As summarized in Figure 7 , almost all common variation (>5% frequency in our sample) is contained in dbSNP, whereas most rare variants (<5%) have not been cataloged there. Using SeqAnt to rapidly annotate our sequence data allows us to quickly draw four main conclusions. First, most common variation is already contained in dbSNP, while much of the rare variation remains undiscovered. Second, we did not see any novel replacement variants at either NLGN3 or NLGN4X, suggesting that mutations at these loci are rare causes of autism. Third, we identified novel UTR variants at highly evolutionarily conserved sites, which could contribute to autism susceptibility. We focused on this set of variants for direct functional testing. Finally, we identified novel intronic variants at evolutionarily conserved sites that appear to be located in transcription factor binding sites. These variants are being followed up to determine whether they have a regulatory role that impacts the expression of NLGN3 or NLGN4X. In summary, SeqAnt 2.0 allowed us to rapidly annotate all the sites of variation in our sample and rapidly focus attention on those variants most likely to be autism susceptibility alleles. Most common variation has already been discovered and exists in public databases (blue; circles and diamonds); most of the rare variation at both loci was discovered in our study and not contained in public databases (red; circles and diamonds).
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An application of SeqAnt 2.0: Sequencing the AFF2 locus and X chromosome exome in patients with autism
With improvements in methods of targeted enrichment and next-generation sequencing, the targeted sequencing of all genes on a specific chromosome has become feasible. Specific genes/genomic regions is a common experimental design that benefits from the use of SeqAnt [25] . Here we performed an experiment that combined targeted sequencing with chromosomal exome sequencing. We selected 127 males from the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) multiplex collection and 75 males from the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) Simplex Collection, New York, NY, USA (SSC) for target DNA amplification and DNA sequencing. From the AGRE collection, we chose multiplex families with two or more male affected sib-pairs who shared >99% of 76 genotyped SNPs in the AFF2 genomic region [22] . One male was randomly chosen if both affected siblings were equally affected; otherwise, the male with autism was chosen over those boys with a diagnosis of not quite autism (NQA) or broad spectrum. From the SSC collection, we chose o n l y t h o s e b o y s w h o w e r e d e s c r i b e d a s a u t i s t i c a n d n o t r e p o r t e d t o h a v e a n y o t h e r syndromes. From the SSC collection, we chose 75 male children from different families with a diagnosis of ASD [26] .
For the AGRE samples, we prepared target DNA for sequencing the AGRE samples by performing long PCR (LPCR) amplification of the AFF2 genomic region, followed by sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer. For the SSC samples, we prepared target DNA for Illumina sequencing by using RainDance Technology's (RDT) microdroplet-based technology to enrich for the human X chromosome exome, as described previously [25] . Following enrichment we performed 70-bp single-end multiplex sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer (IGA). Nearly 20 GB of sequence was generated for AGRE samples, while ~55 GB of sequence was generated for the SSC samples. The AFF2 reference sequence used for the AGRE samples consists of 10 discontiguous fragments covering 84.8 kb, and the SSC reference sequence consisted of the entire human X chromosome, which spanned 5748 discontiguous fragments covering 4.7 Mb. Raw base-calling data generated with the IGA were mapped and variants called using PEMapper (Cutler DJ et al, personal communication). For AGRE samples, 99% of the bases had more than 8X coverage. Median depth of coverage was in the range of 388-1548. For the SSC samples, between 83% and 97% of the targeted reference bases had more than 8X coverage. Median depth of coverage was in the range of 20-607. We identified a total of 286 sites of variation, with 269 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 17 insertions or deletions (INDELs). Overall levels of variation were similar between the two datasets (Θw per site [23] ; AGRE -6.0 x 10 -4 , SSC -6.7 x 10 -4 ), with an excess of rare variants as evidenced by a negative value for the Tajima's D test statistics for both sets of samples ( [24] ; AGRE: -1.46, SSC: -1.41).
We used SeqAnt to annotate the variants found at the AFF2 locus in the total sample of 202 males with a diagnosis of autism (Mondal et al, in revision) . We sought to test the hypothesis that rare variants at the AFF2 locus can act as autism susceptibility alleles. Annotating our variants using the other web-based tools, like the UCSC Genome Browser or the Ensembl Genome Browser, would have been time-consuming and laborious. SeqAnt helped us rapidly annotate these SNPs and INDELs into different functional classes, as well as reported whether a variant had already been cataloged in the dbSNP database (Tables 4,  5 ). SeqAnt also reported the PhastCons and phyloP conservation scores, which are important in helping to determine whether a variant might cause a deleterious change in the protein structure/function, since variants in the well-conserved sites are likely to cause such changes. By using this feature of SeqAnt, we could easily identify our list of candidate variants that were rare, as well as likely to cause a damaging change. As expected, almost all common variation (>5% frequency in our population) is contained in dbSNP, whereas most rare variants (<5%) are not cataloged in dbSNP (Figure 8 ). We found that, in our cases, there were five (2.5% of total cases sequenced) singleton nonsynonymous variants. This level of variation in our cases was significantly higher than that seen in a set of 5400 controls. Furthermore, we used SeqAnt to rapidly annotate 1006 X chromosome genes that had been sequenced in the 75 SSC samples, and ultimately showed that the excess mutations at AFF2 were unusual compared to other X chromosome loci. Thus, the ability to rapidly annotate our sequence variants discovered from sequencing the entire X chromosome exome had a major impact on our ability to assess the role of AFF2 as an autism susceptibility locus. Finally, SeqAnt helped us identify three rare noncoding UTR sequence variants, one of which was at an evolutionarily conserved site. Subsequent functional testing suggested that the variant at the conserved site acts to influence the level of AFF2 expression. Thus, for this experiment, SeqAnt allowed us to rapidly focus on those sites of greatest interest for both statistical analyses and direct functional testing. Figure 8 . Summary of SNV and indel variation discovered at the AFF2 locus in males with ASD. The frequency of SNVs and indels (minor alleles) in cases is plotted against their level of evolutionary conservation. Most common variation has already been discovered and exists in public databases (blue; circles and diamonds). Most of the rare variation at AFF2 was discovered in our study and not contained in public databases (red; circles and diamonds).
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An application of SeqAnt 2.0: Discovering new mutations from forward genetic screens in the mouse
Forward genetic screens in Mus musculus have been very informative, revealing unsuspected mechanisms governing basic biological processes [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In this approach, a potent chemical mutagens, such as N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU), is used to randomly induce mutations in mice. The mice are then bred and phenotypically screened to identify lines that disrupt a specific biological process of interest. Although identifying a mutation using the rich resources of mouse genetics is straightforward, it is unfortunately neither fast nor cheap.
To solve this problem, we developed a methodology that combines multiplex chromosomespecific exome capture, next-generation sequencing, rapid mapping, sequence annotation, and variation filtering to detect newly induced causal variants in a dramatically accelerated way [33] . Rapid sequence annotation and variation filtering are critical to this approach. We used SeqAnt as a part of this methodology for rapid annotation of variations obtained from mutant, parental, and background strains in a single experiment. By using SeqAnt, we first annotated all the variants into different functional classes. Next, by comparing variants identified in mutant offspring to those found in dbSNP, the unmutagenized background strains, and parental lines, we could immediately distinguish the induced putative causative mutations from preexisting variations or experimental artifacts (Table 6 ). We demonstrated the use of this approach to find the causative mutations induced in four novel ENU lines identified from a recent ENU screen. In all four cases, after applying our method and combining with standard mapping data used to initially localize the variant to a chromosome, we found two or fewer putative mutations (and sometimes only a single one). Confirming that the variant was in fact causative was then easily achieved via standard segregation approaches. SeqAnt gave us the ability to rapidly annotate and screen variants of lesser interest (silent, UTR, intronic, intergenic), so we could instead focus our attention on those variants (replacement) that were most likely to account for the mutant phenotype.
Mutant Line
6. An application of SeqAnt 2.0: Exome sequencing to discover mutations affecting neutrophil function in very-early-onset pediatric Crohn's disease
Children with very-early-onset (VEO) pediatric Crohn's disease (CD) are found to have high levels of neutrophil dysfunction. Neutrophils are an abundant type of white blood cell that play an essential role in innate immunity. We therefore hypothesized that children with very-early-onset Crohn's disease would exhibit an increased frequency of genetic mutations affecting neutrophil function. For an initial study we selected 45 VEO CD patients (median (range) age: 8.5 (5-10) years) with CBir1 sero-reactivity and moderate-to-severe clinical disease activity at diagnosis. We used the Roche NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v2.0 on genomic DNA extracted from whole blood to capture the whole exome for each patient. Barcodes were used to prepare the libraries for whole-exome capture, which allowed us to sequence two whole exomes per lane of next-generation sequencing. We performed multiplexed 100 base-pair paired-end sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument. We used PEMapper (Cutler and Zwick, in revision) to map raw sequence reads and identify variants sites relative to the ~30.8 Mb human exome reference sequence (NCBI37/hg19).
We then used SeqAnt to annotate all variant sites for functional significance, frequency, presence in databases like dbSNP, and measures of evolutionary conservation. Our central hypothesis was that early-onset (pediatric) forms of IBD would be substantially influenced by deleterious mutations found in the neutrophil pathway. If true, a straightforward evolutionary model of mutation-selection balance predicts that these variants ought to be rare in the general population, found at highly evolutionarily conserved sites, and have large effects on gene function. Thus, variants found in coding regions (replacement, nonsense, exonic insertions/deletions) that putatively alter protein structure and function will be the strongest candidates as contributors to IBD in pediatric patients. A number of lines of evidence specifically implicate loci involved in neutrophil functional pathways. We therefore proposed a strategy of first discovering variation in genes known to function in the neutrophil pathway, followed by direct functional testing of alleles from specific patients. Table 7 . Genetic variants found in genes that regulate neutrophil function.
We used SeqAnt to annotate all the sequence variations from the 45 exomes and identified a total of 60,682 variant sites of interest in coding regions (54,313 replacement SNPs, 2953 indels covering 6369 bases). For our exploratory genome-wide analysis of SNPs, we restricted our analysis to those variants with phyloP scores greater than 2.0, which corresponds to the top 1% of conserved sites in the human genome. Remaining were 12,575, of which 51% (6490) were not cataloged in dbSNP 132 and might constitute novel mutations contributing to early-onset IBD. We then restricted our analysis to 33 neutrophil genes. Table 6 contains a list of these 33 neutrophil genes with the number of rare putative functional variants (replacement SNPs or exonic indels). These variants are to be followed up using direct functional assays to assess function. Again, SeqAnt enabled us to rapidly annotate all variants, ignore those variants of lesser interest, and focus our attention on those most likely to contribute to the VEO CD in our sequenced patients.
Future directions
We have shown many useful features of SeqAnt and how it can be applied in a variety of experiments, yet we continue to develop SeqANt and plan to expand its functionalities going forward. Our goal is to create a one-stop online tool that readily accepts raw sequencing data and generates output through the annotation and functional characterization stages. Moreover, because our software and libraries are open source, they can be downloaded and optimized locally as part of a next-generation sequencing pipeline. SeqAnt is a truly dynamic application that is updated regularly to keep up with the constant flow of new sequencing data, genome assemblies, and improved annotation information available from public databases like those found at the UCSC Genome Browser.
Genomic sequence annotation requires an up-to-date and comprehensive database of DNA sequence information for a given organism. Our first aim is to continue adding to our database organisms whose genomic information could be annotated. We plan on including several other mammals, vertebrates, invertebrates, and ultimately bacteria strains in the near future. This will give researchers a web application they can use to speed their genetic studies of such organisms. We are also in the process of updating the dbSNP information contained in the SeqAnt database.
Another area of future focus is to broaden the types of input and output files that SeqAnt could work with, while embracing standards in broad use in the bioinformatics community. We intend to include the capability to directly annotate .vcf files as a standard input file format. Presently, all our output files are either text files or BED files. We also plan to provide the option of having the annotation output in .vcf format. Furthermore, we intend to modify SeqAnt to make the .map and .ped files (PLINK formats) from the snp variant file, which will be beneficial for substructure analysis and several other analyses that can be done using PLINK.
The inclusion of additional custom tracks from the UCSC browser to annotate for conserved and putatively functional sites will also be a future area of SeqAnt development. Our hope is that this will improve the effectiveness of downstream functional analysis. We also plan to have the application hosted in a cloud computing environment, side by side with other bioinformatics tools. This is relevant not only because of the wider accessibility it guarantees, but there is often the added ease of using other tools in the same environment to generate and modify input and output files from SeqAnt for further analysis.
SeqAnt was set up to be a dynamic application, and our improvements to this software make it possible to apply SeqAnt to different genomic variant analysis situations. Inevitable advances in sequencing technologies will spur continued demand for tools that can make sense out of the enormous raw sequence data generated, and we will work continually to make SeqAnt adaptable to these improvements and even more accessible to the wider public.
Conclusion
Great advances in targeted enrichment methods and DNA sequencing are beginning to allow individual investigators to sequence significant portions of many genomes; the bottleneck this has revealed lies with the annotation and interpretation of the resulting genomic variation data. SeqAnt is a software tool that directly addresses this bottleneck in a wide variety of potential applications. SeqAnt is an open source application that contains a number of unique features. The first is its ability to annotate data from many organisms, not just humans. Second, it is able to perform this analysis with a minimal memory footprint. Third, it completes this analysis in record time, thereby removing a significant bottleneck facing a researcher using the latest next-generation sequencing platforms.
The modifications we made to the application ensure we have the latest data tracks for the species we currently have in the SeqAnt binary databases. Furthermore, we have expanded the number of species that can now be annotated. Finally, with the addition of the PhyloP46Way conservation track, researchers can more confidently assess the evolution and significance of a particular variant site when the phyloP scores are viewed side by side with the PhastCons score values.
We have applied SeqAnt to various studies in our lab, from the work analysis of data on targeted sequencing of particular genes to the analysis of whole-exome data. We also used SeqAnt in the variant annotation of mouse genome and the adaptation of HapMap data for analyzing human exomes. The results from these various applications establish SeqAnt as a user-friendly tool that could help researchers in their work over a wide range of endeavors.
SeqAnt will continue to be an open source web application, which we will constantly update to meet the demands of changing and improving genomic and sequencing technologies. The future of genomics and variation studies lies in our ability to properly use the massive amounts of information we have obtained from DNA sequencing. Sequence annotation tools like SeqAnt that can efficiently turn such data into useable information will play a key role in this future.
